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Introduction
Computers contain mountains of data that is collected, processed, and stored faster than we can
blink. In fact, file names and user input is just a fraction of the total information, mostly made up
of metadata. Applications need to create metadata to both function as well as simplify the user
experience. This, however, distances us from control over the data we can’t see or find. The
information is there, but without seeing it, you might as well have no control over it.
After the deletion of a program, data of all types is often left behind. When application deletion
is not performed manually, there is no way to be 100% sure that your info isn’t hanging on in
your computer. This is a considerable issue because most users don’t understand why metadata
needs to be protected or how to do it.
During this semester, the Application Analysis team evaluated information left behind after a
desktop application was uninstalled from both Mac and Windows operating systems. Seeing
exactly how much data is left behind and not deleted with the uninstallation of the program is
important knowledge for anyone using the products we tested. If the user has entered any data
into the program, they should be aware as to whether or not it will be deleted along with the
program. If their information is just sitting on the system, undetected and vulnerable,a malicious
actor would have access to that data as well.
Background
Cybersecurity should be high-priority for everyone, from the biggest business on the planet to
the average personal computer. A user should be confident on what information is on their
computer in case the computer is ever compromised or lost. Developing applications and systems
that provide maximum security has continued to be a struggle as people who wish to bypass this
continue to get more knowledgeable. Nowadays, people are hired specifically to go into systems
and test possible vulnerabilities and targets for any threats. Applications that hold important
personal data are especially at risk, and it is necessary to understand which of these applications
are secure and perform as promised.
Programs leave behind files so that if the user wanted to ever reinstall the application, all of their
data would still be there. As it is with many situations, this convenience is the bane of security.
In the past, other LCDI teams have investigated various applications, including LastPass, Steam,
Fitbit, and Trello in the fall of 2017, and Slack, Dropbox, and Discord that spring. Our team
wanted to expand upon this research by looking into unexplored applications and newer versions
of previously investigated ones.
Purpose and Scope
Some of the most popular desktop applications were selected to see how much data they leave
behind after they are uninstalled from the system and how secure that data is. This includes
analyzing the safety of the user's personal information and application metadata, notably that

which can be used maliciously. The applications tested during this semester were chosen
specifically because of how many people use them, as to stay relevant to the average consumer.
Research Questions
1. When an application is uninstalled, does it remove all of its data from the desktop?
2. What types of data is left on a desktop?
3. Would a malicious actor be able to use this info to their benefit?

Terminology
AXIOM - Magnet AXIOM is a digital investigation application that allows users to analyze
forensic evidence from smartphones, computers, tablets, hard drives, and more. During the
course of this investigation, we will be using 2 Axiom programs: Axiom Process and Axiom
Examine. The App Analysis team used these programs to open, process, and view the virtual
machine’s files on a Windows operating system. In addition, the program provides a variety of
information that would otherwise only be able to be seen on the computer the information
originated from.
Disk Utility - A Mac application used for disk creation, mounting, formatting, and much more.
This application will be used to inspect the information from the VM on a Mac system.
Grab Utility - A Mac tool used for taking screenshots. The team used this to get pictures to go
along with their analysis to make it easier to understand.
Virtual Machine - an emulation of another computer system that can be used to perform tasks
and run applications but will not have any effect on the main operating system.
Orphaned Files - Files that contain metadata on applications that were once present but are now
deleted or missing on the system.
.VMDK files(Virtual Machine Disk) - A file that contains all the data on a Virtual Machine.
File Path - A unique location on a computer file system for applications, data, files or other
forms of media.
System Cache - A high speed memory bank in the hardware or software that allows for quick
access to recent files and documents.
Metadata - A summarization of basic data for an application, system, or file.

Methodology and Methods
Data Generation:
The data was first generated by collecting a variety of file types with varying sizes, like .gif, .pdf,
mp3, .mp4, .xml and more. These file types were either generated by hand or downloaded such
that we could compare changes to the artifacts before and after application deletion. Following
data selection, the information was inputted, downloaded and used. Different types of files were
stored either offline or online. While setting up applications, 2-factor authentication was put in
place and premium services was purchased either through the application or the web browser.
Some files were shared with other users.
Tools Used:
During the investigation, the team used a variety of tools to generate, capture and examine data.
These tools ensure data security, to maintain a professional investigative environment. The use
of planned action and data generation logs (see Action Logs in appendix) and virtual machines
ensured information was not altered in any way after its creation. To host all the programs in
their own environments, the team used VMware vSphere Client, an online virtual machine host
for the Windows 10 OS. OS X was hosted on an iMac for all apple investigations. During and
after the data creation, images were captured using the Grab Utility on Mac and Snipping Tool
on Windows. After data gen, the team used Axiom Process to refine searches and information in
the VM file, followed by Axiom Process to view these contents. Axiom Process is where the
majority of the evidence used in this case was obtained from. Information gathered from Axiom
helped the team deduced an answer to the questions and present it.
Tools Tested:
Tools

OS

Comments

Axiom Process (v2.8.0.12333)

Windows 10

Used for creating/viewing VM files

Axiom Examine (v2.8.0.12333)

Windows 10

Used for viewing VM files

Disk Utility (Mac OS 10.4)

Mac

Used for viewing VM files

Grab Utility (Mac OS 10.4)

Mac

Used for taking screenshots

Snipping Tool (Windows 10)

Windows 10

Used for taking screenshots

VMware vSphere Client (v6.7.0.40)

N/A

Host for Virtual Machines

Table 1. Tools Tested

Programs Tested:
Programs

OS

Comments

Google Drive

Windows/Mac

Windows was on a virtual machine

Dropbox

Windows/Mac

Windows was on a virtual machine

Steam

Windows/Mac

Windows was on a virtual machine and
we used a physical Mac

Table 2. Programs Tested

Data Collection
Data collection for this project was done by creating test accounts on the three applications
shown in Table 2, performing various processes, then removing/uninstalling the application from
the system. These actions were recorded in action logs alongside screenshots. The information
from the OS was collected from the Mac OS using Disk Utility, which allowed the team to
collect the system library and export them as a .DMG file. The systems’ hard drives were
analyzed with AXIOM or Disk Utility to investigate if any application information was on the
system even after being deleted. During the investigation process, the team conducted index and
raw keyword searches to find key names, dates and file names. Logs and screenshots were
created for organizing this data as well.

Analysis
During this project, we created scenarios that entailed unique features within each application.
The data that was generated was to create a variety of information simulating how a user would
passively create metadata. In each instance, an account was created with the application,
including a username, email and password, which would become keywords to search for during
analysis. The information came from many different aspects in the application to both ensure
validity in data and to find all locations in which data may be stored.
The programs investigated during this project were from global companies. It was expected that
data left behind may be encrypted, and recovering information would prove impossible. The
team believed that the likelihood of at least one app leaving behind valuable information after
deletion was high. Document hosting sites (like Google and Dropbox) depend on user data, and
would likely keep data after deletion. To prepare to search for said user data, the team created
action logs and took screenshots to document progress and important files found after application
deletion. The findings from the investigations allowed the team to compare the state of the files
and information.

Our hypothesis lies in the event that remaining user metadata is stolen. The team believes that
the majority of lost apps, despite being deleted, could be used for information. This is critical, as
every computer user, whether casual or experienced, should find that deleted data is secure in its
absence. Responsibility for security risks associated with the application falls back on app
infrastructure, but also the user. Applications may leave information behind, but if the user
unwittingly exposes their info to the world, the fault rests on the user.

Results
Google Drive - Mac & Windows
Google Drive’s desktop application focuses on the transfer of data and files from local machines
to and from the cloud. After all the data was created and the program was deleted, it was
determined that
all
documents were
stored under
the Mac
file path
“Macintosh\Users\lcdi\Google Drive” and the Windows file path “C:\Program
Files\Google\Drive”. When the application was installing, it asked the user to create folders for
Google to use as a location to download and upload all the files to the Google Cloud. All data
that is stored by Google Drive was easily accessed again during and after the program was
uninstalled under the folder for both Operating Systems, with both folders remaining after
deletion. (Figure 1)

Figure 1. Google Drive software on the Mac after its deletion

Figure 2. Google Drives Desktop Icons on the Windows Virtual Machine Desktop

The storage folder connects to the Google Cloud using Backup and Sync, a program that runs in
the system tray and is responsible for updates and new files. During the application
deletionprocess, this is the only part of the application that is deleted, while the folders created
by the application remain. The team was able to find a variety in the types of files left behind,
including MP4s, PNGs, PDFs, GIFS, presentations, and documents(see below).

Figure 3. Matching SHA1 hash from the source image and a recovered Mac image

Figures 4 and 5. Details from the source images and recovered Windows images that were used as icons

LNK files also remained after deletion, showing the paths to different folders within the Google
Drive folder. Icons and other images used by the user’s profile and Google Drive during both the
application’s set up and regular activities were left behind as well. Among these files, Google
Drive downloaded 3 shortcuts to the Google Drive (Figure 2). Overall, the Mac and Windows
versions of the application were identical with the exception of the folder locations.

Figure 6. Details from the LNK file that navigated to desktop.ini in Google Drive’s folder

Dropbox - Mac & Windows
The data generation for Dropbox was the same as Google Drive: collecting different types of
data and uploading/downloading files from online and locally using the desktop application.
During the installation of the application, a new folder was created for the files that would be
saved in for uploads and downloads to the cloud. The program uninstalled in the same manner
that Google Drive did and left a remaining folder on the system for all the documents that were

downloaded. On the Mac machine, the file path for the documents was Macintosh
HD\Users\lcdi\Dropbox. The Windows path was C:\Users\ApplicationAnalysis\Dropbox\. In
both cases, the folders kept all the information for the documents that remained. Even Dropbox
created files like the “Getting Started” document at the top of the Mac navigation menu(figure
3), reamined. However, unlike Google, the information that was left did not contain any links
back to its source, nor did they contain the profile users name for the documents present. There
was no difference in experience between the 2 OS installations and uninstalls.

Figure 7. Dropbox Download location

Figure 8. All results with Dropbox Query in Windows

Figure 9 and 10. Original Files all within Windows Dropbox versus AXIOM recovered Dropbox files

Steam - Windows
The Steam application uninstallation completely deleted the application, but did not remove all the files of
games from the computer and user profile. The name of one of the games bought and downloaded to the
computer, “American Trucking Simulator”, was found under orphaned files. The files were marked
deleted by the computer, and thus would normally be inaccessible. For common users, this information
would be impossible to find on accident or retrieve without the use of a tool. In addition, all mentions of
user profiles and information besides the name of the game had been lost during the deletion.

Figure 10. All information that had been previously stored under friends had been erased.

The information that was recovered from the Steam store pages and online interactions was also
recovered. In the case of a game that was followed and downloaded, the steam store information was
stored in the file 1172090.json file(Figure 7) and changes to cloud options to stop cloud uploads and keep
data stored locally(Figure 8).

Figure 11. Steam Store information under file 1172090.json

Figure 12. Cloud Storage Disabled

In the same vein as the game, the user profile could be found under the path: Partition 2 (Microsoft NTFS,
31.51 GB)\Program Files (x86)\Steam\bin\cef\cef.win7\api-ms-win-core-handle-l1-1-0.dll. The
information was recovered through data carving, a technique to recover lost information that had been
“destroyed.” The information recovered led us to the SteamID, a sequence of numbers that can be traced
back to the user and discover any information given by their profile.

Figure 13. Steam Profile Id and name

Figure 14. Steam ID lookup

Twitter - Windows
Once Twitter was downloaded, the files for the program were all kept in the file path:
C:\Users\ApplicationAnalysis\Desktop\Twitter files\. This folder was created during the
installation process of the desktop application. All of the files in this folder as well as the folder
itself were still on the system after the deletion of the program. One thing we learned about
Twitter is that all the processes that didn’t involve any media weren’t saved (i.e. posting tweets,
following people) but whenever a picture or other form of media was posted or uploaded to the
application, it was saved under the file path specified above. The deletion of the application had
no effect on this folder and all of the contents remained the same.

Figure 15. Twitter Post Info

Figure 16. All results for twitter query in Axiom Process

Conclusion
Application data security after deleting the application is dependant on usage of the computer
and the format of the application in use. The computer is an efficient machine, and the method
of information deletion and storage is the reason why recovering data is possible.
In a hard drive, data that is deleted is not truly destroyed until the space it occupies on the storage
device is filled again. When information is downloaded and deleted, the file system will wipe
the location of the data from the FAT (File Allocation Table), but the actual data itself will
remain. After each investigation was completed, no more action was done on the corresponding
virtual machine. It is improbable for information that was recently deleted on a system to be
completely erased from the virtual hard drive. There was no more info being generated to be
overwritten onto it. One reason some of the information was able to be found after deletion is
due to the system cache. Steam and Dropbox/Google Drive are used and made for different
purposes and the applications varied largely. The Steam application is responsible for
downloading large games, with each game containing thousands of resource files for each game
and records of the players status. Google Drive and Dropbox’s desktop applications are
programs that focus on the transfer of data and files from local machines to the cloud and back,
and that makes leaving the files created by or downloaded to the computer advantageous for the
user.

Dropbox has a very similar goal and application purpose. Dropbox did not delete the
information stored on the desktop used because the provided pieces of information are/could still
be valuable to the user. Even on the website for the Dropbox application, application deletion
and local file deletion are seperated. Steam was recovery wise speaking the best for removing all
traces of the information from its desktop. The information that was left is not at fault on the
Steam application, but was a result of the means by which the investigation was conducted. All
the information that was uncovered was deleted, but recoverable given the appropriate tools. For
all intensive purposes, the information was safe to prying eyes and unless retrieved by someone
specialized in data recovery.

Further Work
For future investigations, Vibe and Discord are recommended. The large user base and frequent
use of private chatting in Discord necessitates security. Users with malicious intent will do
anything to obtain valuable user information. While being similar to Steam through its game
library and messaging service, Discord is further along in its development of communicating
with other users and screen-sharing services. The team also recommends a deeper investigation
of Steam, especially in regards to its new streaming and remote play services. Additionally,
some changes to the methods used in the analysis of remaining information would greatly benefit
the speed and precision of information located. For example, clearing the system cache on the
browsers would have made distinguishing artifacts from the application versus the browser much
easier. The investigation on Google drive suffered greatly from this, as the downloaded
information was transferred before the investigation via a different Google account. If an
investigator had seen the cache and application files next to one another, it could have misguided
the investigation.
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